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i wear many HATS

When I was 14 I knew one thing, I didn’t 

want to be like my sister. She was a journalist 

in high school and it’s all she talked about. 

It made being a journalist the last thing I 

wanted to do. No matter how many times I 

said it though, I still found myself  in ‘Intro to 

Journalism’ freshman year, mostly because 

my mom forced me to be.

I pretended I hated it, but over time I be-

gan understanding the ‘whole point’ of  what 

we were learning. I wasn’t writing a report for 

my teacher to shove in his desk. I was writing 

for people.  I was becoming a storyteller. 

Just after that one short semester I began 

to see things differently - I saw things as sto-

ries. I wanted to share the stories I saw with 

anyone who would listen. 

Before I knew it I was swallowing my pride 

and signing up to join newspaper staff. I ex-

perienced nearly every position on staff  dur-

ing that first year. I designed. I took photos. 

I wrote for every section - big stories, small 

stories, opinions, everything. 

I loved everything, but I found my niche in 

visual journalism. I had an eye for design and I 

was willing to put in the work. With each story 

I was involved with, I made sure that story 

was told in its entirety. There are some parts 

of  a story that just can’t be told in paragraph 

form, and that’s where I came in. I worked 

to improve our magazine’s design every day, 

but I also worked to infuse the web and mul-

timedia into the publication.

I loved generating content for the paper, 

but as I progressed through my junior year 

I found myself  actually creating things less 

and less. Instead of  taking the ideas and 

making them happen, I was  coming up with 

ideas and helping my staff  do the best they 

possibly could to make their work happen.   

I’ve been through a whirlwind of  roles and 

I’ve worked on what feels like a million proj-

ects, but through it all I was really just learn-

ing what it means to be a good storyteller.

I’ve learned what it means to have real 

responsibilities, to myself, to my fellow jour-

nalists, and to the people who rely on us. I’ve 

learned quitting is not an option. I’ve learned 

what it means to work with a team. I’ve 

learned what qualities a good leader needs. 

I’ve learned to keep an open mind. And I’ve 

learned no matter how hard I tried to be dif-

ferent than my sister, I ended up just like her.

So far in my journalistic 
career, I’ve seen many places:

I’ve been to 
three national 

conventions and 
received awards 

at each one.

I’ve attended summer 
workshops for the past three 
years including those at Iowa 

University, Ball State, and 
Lindenwood University.

{ {

Working with other students 
and helping them improve 
has become part of my 
job. I am always looking 
out for my team.

As Editor-In-Chief, I drive the 
ship. I steer us in the right 
direction, keep things in 
working order, and take 
the hit if things go wrong.

Things fall apart at the worst 
time., so I always have this 
hat in my back pocket. 
I’ve learned to think on 
my feet quickly to fix a 
problem on deadline.

Whether it’s a catchy head-
line or a photo Illustration 
concept, I’ve got my think-
ing cap to help me come 
up with unique coverage. 
My goal is for us to push 
the envelope.

I use visuals to show the 
readers what words alone 
can’t tell them. I don’t 
just use visuals as eye-
catchers, they’re part of 
the story.

I’M A COACH

I’M A CAPTAIN

I’M A REPAIR MAN

I’M A THINKER

I’M AN ARTIST

Captain



my goals

FUTURE

JOURNALISTIC
PROCESS

welcome to my

Our readers needs are at the heart of 
anything we cover. I am always working 
to understand the best way to meet 
those needs for each particular story.

I make it a point to learn from 
past projects. I pick at least 
one thing from the previous 
month and work that element 
better on my current project. 

I watch what pro publications 
do and strive for our maga-
zine to follow suit. I have even 
attended professional 
conventions such as SND STL. 

Although I watch others, I also like 
to try to be ahead. I like to research 
new technology and find ways to 
use it in the newsroom.

When possible, I make 
sure our coverage doesn’t 
end with the print edition. 
Multimedia is an integral 
part of a lot of our stories.

WORK FOR THE READERS

ALWAYS IMPROVE

WATCH THE PROS

BE INVENTIVE

LAYER COVERAGE

1

2

3

4

5

(Ex: I did this with my ‘Growing up 
with Harry Potter’ project - Featured 
in the Range of Experiences section).

(Ex: I log professional work I like 
on my blog - Featured in the 
Range of Experiences section).

(Ex: See a magazine redesign I 
did between two volumes in the 
Range of Experiences section).

(Ex: See my work in effort to help inform 
readers on cyber crime in the Investigative 
Persistence section).

(Ex: I added a google map 
as web component in the 
STL package- Featured in 
the Skilled Use section).

1080 25 2 3600breakdown of the #s!
Hours OF HIGH 
SCHOOL SPENT 
IN JOURNALISM } AS AN

EDITOR

# OF MAGAZINEYears pages edited

10,592,065 New things learned SO FAR

for the

I haven’t chosen a college 
yet, but I am currently 
looking into Ohio University 
and Indiana University. No 
matter where I choose to  
go, I have the same goals for 
college and beyond.

WORK THE WEB

 FIND A JOB I LOVE

GET NEW SKILLS

SPARK CHANGE
Tell stories that change 
policy or raise awareness. 
I want to make a 
difference in the world.

Work for a magazine. I will 
be able to get my work 
out & tell stories visually 
for the world to see. 

Starting with video skills. It 
is a medium I admire but 
could know more about, I 
want to change that.

Learn HTML & CSS. I want 
to use my visual  skills on 
the web. That’s where the 
world is, I will be there too.

Print Issues 
I’VE WORKED ON * *approximately



ACTION PHOTOKELSEY
BELL*



stl in-depth package
DESIGN & WRITING

Front Yard Midnight Eagles at

FEATURES TIVOLI SHOW ROCK BRIDGE
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Darling
ARLENE CHALLENGE

GREAT
PARKS

SUPERIORWINNER

When we 
came up with 

the twelve 
places we 

would cover 
in the sec-

tion, I found 
my team 

generating 
an incredible 

amount of  in-
teresting story 
ideas. It killed 

me to think 
we couldn’t 
include all 

of  them. So 
I decided to 

create a ‘Best 
of  the Rest’ 

infographic to 
accompany 

the rest of  the 
package. I was 
able to include 

24 more 
of  our best 

ideas, and on 
Paper Day the 
student body  

loved the 
graphic.

SKILLED USE
OF MEDIA*



Throughout the process of  creating this package, I led a team of  five other writers to develop their stories and establish a 
common voice we would use throughout all twelve pieces. I wrote this piece about Crown Candy Kitchen and their infamous 
Five Malt Challenge.

No one should visit St. Louis 
without stopping in to Crown Candy 
Kitchen, taking a seat in a retro style 
booth, and ordering one of their sig-

CROWN CANDY
1401 Saint Louis Avenue  Saint Louis, MO

nature BLTS.
“The chocolate malt is some-

thing you have to get - or the shake,” 
employee Pam Mardirosian said. 
“We make all of our own chocolate 
and candies.” 

Man V. Food host Adam Rich-
man tried the malt. Actually, he 
tried to down five of them in 30 
minutes. It’s been the Crown Candy 
challenge since 1913; anyone who 

A University City classic with a 
challenge BY KELSEY BELL  

can finish five 24 ouncers within 
the time limit gets their name on 
a plaque, a free Crown tee, and 
they don’t have to pay for the 
shakes they just wolfed down.

“The shakes are awesome, 
not sure I could handle five of 
them though,” junior Lauren Hilt 
said. “I really like to go there be-
cause their food is really good.”

There never fails to be a line 

out the door on a Saturday 
at lunchtime. According to 
Mardirosian, it’s not surpris-
ing since Crown is so unique. 
Everything in the place is old 
school. A soda fountain sits 
on the back wall, mini Juke 
Boxes stay on every table, and 
of course, there’s always lots 
of candy.



zodiac in-depth
DESIGN & ILLUSTRATION

SUPERIOR
WINNER

February 23 - North Star Newsmagazine (2011)

Superior Award in the Photo Illustration category for the cover photo (MIPA Scho-
lastic Journalism Day 2011)

Planned all coverage and co-led the writing team, designed all costumes, directed all 
photo shoots, edited all photos and created page layout.

SKILLED USE
OF MEDIA*

MY                                                                ROLE 

ABOUT

AWARDS

The issue came out in the middle of  the hype surrounding the addition of  a 13th Zodiac 
sign in early 2011. The goal was to decipher some of  the confusion and provide stu-
dents with credible insight on the argument everyone was having - Is this stuff  even real?



I originally planned to use hand-drawn illustrations depicting the various Zodiac signs. The farther I got into making them, 
the more I felt I wasn’t telling the story correctly for our audience. I had coached the writers to develop their stories so they 
were tailored specifically for FHN students. People all over the world were covering this event, so we needed to make sure 
through our coverage we made a connection with the students they couldn’t find anywhere else. The visuals needed to establish 
that connection as well.

  I scrapped what I had and brought students straight into it- each one dressed as their Zodiac sign. Deadline was danger-
ously close. I had to work hard and fast to make the costumes - using model magic to craft bull horns for a human is not an 
easy task. I set up the lighting and directed the photographers and student models on each shoot. For the design I wanted to 
communicate how Astrology is an ancient study suddenly questioned. For a lot of  people, it’s crumbling. I decided to commu-
nicate this using an ancient style headline treatment married with modern design elements - squares in particular - since this 
examination of  ancient history is happening during modern times.

Behind The Scenes (In-Depth Section)

{

EXCLUSIVE
Scan here to view the full package as part
of  the December issue of  the North Star.  

If you don’t have access to a 
smart phone, use this link: 
http://goo.gl/9vYqF



paranormal in-depth
DESIGN & ILLUSTRATION

1ST PLACE
WINNER

January 19 - North Star Newsmagazine (2011)

MY                                                                ROLE 

ABOUT

AWARDS First place in Computer Art (Young Artists Lindenwood Art Show 2011), Fourth place 
Illustration of  The Year (JEA/NSPA Minneapolis national convention 2011)

Planned all coverage and co-led the writing team, photographed everything needed to 
then create all illustrations and page designs.

A bone-chilling tale of  the life and death of  St. Charles woman, Molly Crenshaw sparked 
a ‘Ghost Hunting’ trend at FHN. The hunt for her lost tomb was hot, so we covered it 
along with other attempts at ‘reaching’ the paranormal by students and community. 

SKILLED USE
OF MEDIA*



As a coach, I worked with the writers on our own hunt to find people in the community and FHN who were willing to share 
their paranormal experiences. The biggest challenge for me was helping my team stay focused and understand that we were 
trying to tell the stories of  the people we found, not the stories of  the ghosts we knew. We had to go back and re-do a few inter-
views, but in the end our hard work paid off. We were able to provide the true stories and opinions of  those involved, as well as 
their answers to the question haunting every ones mind - are the ghosts actually as real as they seem?

The students in the stories usually recalled their experiences with many indiscernible aspects intertwined into one mysteri-
ous and bewildering incident. So, I approached the design with the mission to capture that complex feeling in order to truly tell 
the stories visually. I recreated scenes from the stories using layers and layers of  photos, brushes and color. The colors and im-
ages all flow into one another, just as the obscure details of  the events flow together in the students minds. None of  the scenes 
are straightforward or simple. Just as the explanations behind the events in the stories are far from clear and straightforward. 

NORTHSTAR
january 19, 2011 | volume 25 | issue 6

Behind The Scenes (In-Depth Section){

EXCLUSIVE
Scan here to view the full package as part
of  the January issue of  the North Star.  

If you don’t have access to a 
smart phone, use this link: 
http://goo.gl/GTQ8H



impact testing in-depth
DESIGN & ILLUSTRATION

September 21 - North Star Newsmagazine (2011)

Best Of  Show for double truck design, and Superior for In-Depth 
Coverage (SSP St. Louis Convention 2012)

Planned coverage and co-led the writing team, created alternative story forms, directed 
photo shoots, edited photos and created page layout

BEST OF 
SHOW about 

my role

aWARDS 

Before fall tryouts, the district implemented a new concussion policy for certain school 
sponsored sports. Students and parents alike were questioning the accuracy of  the 
system left and right, so we covered the issue inside and out.

INVESTIGATIVE
PERSISTENCE*



NORTHSTAR

onimpact
An In-Depth look into sports-related head injuries 
and the district’s effots to prevent them - pg. 20

september 21, 2011         volume 026         issue 2

FHNTODAY.COM - FRANCIS HOWELL NORTH HIGH SCHOOL - 2549 HACKMANN RD. ST. CHARLES, MO 

Behind The Scenes (In-Depth Section)
To visually communicate the magnitude of  this new policy I included as many student faces as I could. While directing the 

photo shoots, I emphasized that we needed more than just environmental portraits. We needed action photos since sports 
action is what fueled the entire package. Then by using the dark to remove distractions we showed these stories weren’t really 
about the game. They were about spotlighting FHN student athletes since they were the ones whose safety was in question. 

For content, I worked with the writing team to get sources including district officials, healthcare professionals, and profes-
sional football player Mike Jones. This time, I wanted to focus on sharpening my teams’ interviewing skills - which were already 
good. I worked with them to really fine-tune our whole process, from helping them dig deep for best questions, to then helping 
them sort through and piece together their information after interviews. Through it all, we investigated the districts’ policy on 
injuries for other sports, the accuracy of  the ImPACT test, and the effects of  concussions on a national, state, and local level. I 
created the infographics that helped simplify the technical language used in the new policy as well as spotlight national concus-
sion injury statistics. 

{

EXCLUSIVE
Scan here to view the full package as part
of  the September issue of  the North Star.  

If you don’t have access to a 
smart phone, use this link: 
http://goo.gl/zb2S8



cyber awareness in-depth
WRITING & DESIGN 

December 16 - North Star Newsmagazine (2009)

MY                                                                ROLE 

Best of  Show for 
Infographic (SSP 

St. Louis convention  2010), and 
a Superior award for In-Depth 

package  (MIPA Scholastic Jour-
nalism day 2010). 

Wrote two 
main stories in the package, 
created all infographics and 

assisted in page layout.

    In a dimly lit room with walls lined with com-
puters, TV screens, and other equipment, De-
tective Lawrence McClain works in the lab as 
a full time forensic examiner at the St. Charles 
County Cyber Crime Unit. The main purpose 
of the Cyber Crime Unit is to help investi-
gate, solve, and prevent cyber crime. Among 
the crimes being investigated, many of them 
involve helping kids against the dangers they 
may face online. 
    “When people think about criminal justice 
and crimes that have been committed over the 
years they think about looking for fingerprints 
and DNA,” McClain said. “Well, there’s usu-
ally not a crime committed today that doesn’t 
involve some sort of digital evidence, unfor-
tunately about 80 percent of our case load in-
cludes crimes against children.”  
    One of the dangers kids face online are sexual 
predators. A predator is someone who attempts 
to exploit vulnerable people, like children, for 
sexual purposes. According to McClain, the 
profiles of nearly 27,000 registered sex offend-
ers were found and removed from Myspace in 
2007. Myspace is not the only place predators 
can be found, users of any social networking 
site could be at risk. 
    “People who I don’t know have sent me 
friend requests [on Facebook and Myspace] be-
fore,” sophomore Sara Jewson said. “It’s really 
creepy because sometimes it’s guys who are 
way older than me.”
    As a way to help reduce the number of these 
online predators, investigators of the Cyber 
Crime Unit are online everyday in an under-
cover capacity. They create profiles on social 
networking sites where they pose as minors in 
order to find people who may target children 
online, including the kids shown on their fake 

profiles. The specific methods used by the Cyber 
Crime Unit to catch the predators are classified. 
One of the Detectives that takes part in these type 
of investigations is Detective Marsha Corley.
    “I have three profiles of 13-year-old girls,” 
Corley said. “I’ve had four different men drive to 
meet me, they actually show up to see who they 
think is a 13-year-old girl.” 
    When an investigator encounters one of these 
predators, they immediately seize the computers, 
cell phones, and whatever else was involved. They 
then proceed to get a complete analysis of the 
equipment to show exactly what occurred.
    “Almost all the time the person will say, ‘I didn’t 
do that,’” McClain said. “Well that computer or 
cell phone is an independent third party witness 
that is going to show exactly what happened.”
     According to McClain, kids should follow ba-
sic guidelines, like keeping personal information 
private, to prevent themselves from becoming a 
target.
    “We ask people to protect three main things: 
their name, their full identity, and their reputa-
tion,” McClain said. “Just think before you post. 
The ability to search the internet gets better and 
better everyday, giving out that information just 
puts yourself out there even more.”
    In addition to these precautions, not talking to 
strangers is something people learn from child-
hood. The same principle applies online.     
    “Unless you really know the person you’re 
talking to in the physical world, then you don’t 
really ever truly know who that person is,” Mc-
Clain said. “We hear kids all the time saying ‘well 
I know them.’ Just because you know someone 
in cyber-space doesn’t mean you actually know 
them.
    “The internet is a wonderful tool, we deal with 
the downside of it. The dangers can be prevented, 
however, if you are smart about how you use the 
internet.”

Cyber Crime unit tracks
predators online

AWARDS

BY KELSEY BELL

This was my third month 
on newspaper staff, and 

my first big interview with 
someone outside FHN - De-
tective Lawrence McClain of  

the St. Charles County Cy-
ber Crime Unit. I knew what 
I was doing was important, 
and I took it very seriously. 
I was honored that the edi-

tors trusted me to create 
the infographics for the 

package along with the two 
stories I wrote. I wanted 

to make sure the student 
body knew all the important 

information about Cyber 
Crime and the dangers they 

may face online. 

INVESTIGATIVE
PERSISTENCE*



Cyber bullying can be punishable by law

The act of an adolescent using digital technology 
as a way to harass, threaten, humiliate, or embar-
rass another adolescent is defined as cyber bully-
ing. When an adult is involved, it's then defined as 
cyber harassment. According to FHN Officer Pat 
Fitzgerald, some teens engage in cyber bullying 
without realizing that it's a problem. 
    "I think it's a big problem," Fitzgerald said. "Bul-
lying has always been there, but with the technol-
ogy of the internet and texting, there's more op-
portunity to threaten others."
    The opportunities include actions such as, pos-
ing as someone else on a social networking site 
and spreading rumors online, all the way to send-
ing harmful messages to others. Sophomore Alex 

Shannon has experienced cyber bullying first hand 
- as a victim.
    "These girls in my middle school made a mean 
video about me and my friends, then sent it to me," 
Shannon said. "It really hurt me, but mostly made 
me mad. They were too scared to come up to me 
and say it to my face."
    According to Shannon, The main problems she 
saw concerning cyber bullying were the lengths the 
bullies go to in order to hurt the other person.
    "I think whenever people are cyber bullying they 
act differently than they do in real life," Shannon 
said. "They're meaner because they're not scared of 
what the other person might do. They're not face 
to face."
    Kids may not fear the outcome of cyber bullying, 
but according to Police Commander Mike Jewson, 

it can have serious consequences.
    "There are some instances with bullying on the 
internet that if you do, you can be charged with 
a crime," Jewson said, "Like if you provide false 
info about yourself."
    Missouri statute on harassment states that if 
someone knowingly frightens, intimidates or 
causes emotional distress to another person 
through any electronic communication, it results 
in a class A misdemeanor. A second violation re-
sults in a class D felony.
    "People need to be conscious that it is a crime," 
Fitzgerald said. "A lot of times when people do 
it, they don't realize that. Their answer is always 
'everyone does it.' Internet bullying does seem 
different, but the end results are the same."

BY KELSEY BELL

BEST OF
SHOW



cyber awareness in-depth
WRITING & DESIGNINVESTIGATIVE

PERSISTENCE*



SUPERIOR

WINNER

For the graph-
ics I didn’t 
want to use 
just national 
and state 
statistics, I 
wanted to 
use statistics 
from our own 
school, so I 
made sure 
to include a 
survey of  FHN 
students so 
they could 
see just how 
involved they 
were with so-
cial network-
ing. For all of  
the stories in 
the package, I 
also included 
‘comments’ 
from students 
so they could 
make more 
of  a connec-
tion with the 
stories.



hazing in-depth
DESIGN & CONCEPT

BEST OF 
SHOW

September 8 - North Star Newsmagazine (2010)

Best of  Show for In-Depth coverage (SSP St. Louis convention in 2011) , First Place for Double 
Truck (CSPA Gold Circle Awards 2011) , Gold Key for In-Depth Package (Quill & Scroll Interna-
tional contest 2011)  Superior for In-Depth Series (MIPA Scholastic Journalism  Day 2011)

Planned coverage and co-led the writing team, assisted in copy editing, directed photo 
shoots, edited photos, and created page layout

SENSITIVE
ISSUES*

MY                                                                ROLE 

ABOUT

AWARDS

At the start of  the 2011 school year the district implemented a zero tolerance policy 
against hazing. Many had to quite their traditional initiation pranks. Clubs and sports 
teams alike were in uproar, and we gave them the information they demanded.



EXCLUSIVE
Scan here to view the full package as part
of  the September issue of  the North Star.  

If you don’t have access to a 
smart phone, use this link: 
http://goo.gl/AXYil

I knew we needed to cover hazing from all sides. I worked with the writers to make sure we answered questions students 
had about the new zero-tolerance policy and exactly what would happen if  they broke the rules. We covered teams who felt as 
if  they lost an important part of  their team bonding, students who had traumatic hazing experiences in the past, and the dis-
trict’s reasoning behind their decision. It was a challenge to get students who were involved in negative acts of  hazing to talk 
about what they’d been put through - or put someone else through. To get the stories I needed, I faced the challenge of  helping 
my team break through the students fears of  being punished as well as pacts made among teammates.

Based  what our sources said, tradition excused the embarrassment students were put through. To tell this visually, I em-
phasized the acts themselves. I told the stories of  the students who had been hazed by I taking common FHN hazing rituals 
and showing them without distraction. The subjects were center-stage, blatantly staring into the eyes of  the student body - just 
as the actual students were who experienced hazing. I used the truth in the images coupled with the tilted lines in the layout to 
communicate how - through the eyes of  the hazed - tradition had tilted the true meaning of  humiliating another person. 

Behind The Scenes (In-Depth Section)

{



american dream in-depth
DESIGN & GRAPHICS

November 16 - North Star Newsmagazine (2011)

Superior award in the Newsmagazine Cover category  (SSP Spring Convention at Webster 
University  - St. Louis 2012.)

Planned coverage and co-led the writing team, created all infographics, hand built all 
clay props, directed photo shoot, and created page layout, worked with video team to 
create a video to supplement the package. 

SUPERIOR
WINNER

SENSITIVE
ISSUES*

MY                                                                ROLE 

ABOUT

AWARDS

How can I focus on school when my family has financial trouble? If  I can’t afford college 
can I still succeed? If  my family’s always struggled, can I reach the American Dream? We 
faced these sensitive questions when covering the economy through the eyes of  students.



NORTHSTAR

F H N T O D A Y . C O M  -‐  F R A N C I S  H O W E L L  N O R T H  H I G H  S C H O O L  -‐  S T .  C H A R L E S ,  M O .

november 16, 2011      volume 026      issue 3

EXCLUSIVE
Scan here to view the full package as part
of  the November issue of  the North Star.  

If you don’t have access to a 
smart phone, use this link: 
http://goo.gl/Ps2za

My role as a coach for this was challenging. I had to keep the package very focused, as the economy is a broad topic to 
work under. After some preliminary interviews, I formed content a plan in which each story and graphic fit perfectly together. I 
then worked to keep my team focused on that plan throughout the whole process. 

I created infographics helping students succeed in school while dealing with financial stress. I researched countless free 
smartphone apps aiding in everything from saving money on text-books to building time management skills. 

While working on stories, it was incredibly difficult getting students to talk about their home financial situations. We had to 
make sure we were careful with stories of  those who did talk. Any mistakes would not be shrugged off  by their families. 

For the visuals, I created the American Dream out of  clay. After hours of  sculpting a miniature neighborhood I had the per-
fect visual to communicate exactly how fake the stereotypical ‘perfect life’ seemed to our sources. According to the students, it 
seems just about as likely to get a good paying job as it does for the clay people to start talking. The vintage photo filters and 
type treatments just reinforced their view of  how the stereotypical American Dream seems to only exist in the past.

Behind The Scenes (In-Depth Section)

{



smokeless tobacco in-depth
DESIGN & GRAPHICS

SHOW-ME
WINNER

December 15  - North Star Newsmagazine (2011)

Planned coverage and co-led the writing team, created all infographics, directed photo 
shoot, and created page layout.

Superior for In-Depth coverage (SSP St. Louis convention in 2011) , First Place for Double 
Truck (CSPA Gold Circle Awards 2011) , Gold Key for In-Depth Package (Quill & Scroll Interna-
tional contest 2011)  Show-Me for In-Depth Series (MIPA Scholastic Journalism  Day 2011)

SENSITIVE
ISSUES*

MY                                                                ROLE 

ABOUT

AWARDS

Every student was accustomed to seeing smokeless tobacco us in the back of  class-
rooms at FHN. Teachers ignored the behavior. Many students felt strongly about the issue 
on both sides, but this was the first time anyone truly brought attention to the matter.



EXCLUSIVE
Scan here to view the full package as part
of  the December issue of  the North Star.  

If you don’t have access to a 
smart phone, use this link: 
http://goo.gl/DGkHl

To cover the issue, we found a student who was admittedly addicted to dip - showing signs of  developing cancer from it - 
and told his story. It was difficult because he was dealing with the shocking news and attempting to quit chewing, but after 
taking great care through multiple interviews we had the story. 

We also included professional opinions from a dentist who has seen the health effects of  smokeless tobacco, the views of  
the administration, and the opinions of  students and staff. 

I used a mug shot of  the boy as my dominant image on the opening story because I wanted students to instantly recognize 
him. This was to communicate his main point that anyone can become addicted, even someone you see every day. The rest of  
the photos show cans of  dip with their warning labels clearly visible. I didn’t need to do anything but present these labels to 
get the story our sources told across.

 To further communicate that story, I conducted a survey of  usage among students and created an infographic based on my 
findings. I also created one spelling out the potentially harmful ingredients smokeless tobacco contains. 

Behind The Scenes (In-Depth Section)

{



harry potter multimedia piece
INTERACTIVE DESIGN

FIRST
PLACE

June 13 - FHNtoday.com (2011)

Teamed up with one other student to write questions, film and interview nine students, 
created an interactive flash web page and posted it on FHNtoday.com.

First Place in the Interactive Infographic category  (CSPA 2012 Gold Circle Awards)

RANGE OF
EXPERIENCE*

MY                                                                ROLE 

ABOUT

AWARDS

This interactive flash site came out over the summer just before the final installment 
of  the Harry Potter franchise was set to premiere. It features video stories of  nine stu-
dents as they say goodbye to Harry and tell remember lifelong journeys with the story.



SEE IT HERE!
www.multimedia.fhntoday.com/harry-potter

Use a computer with a great 
internet connection to view.

One other student and I tag-teamed on the filming, writing, and interviewing nine students. During the interviews our mis-
sion was to capture the unique memories associated with the Potter series for each student. We wanted to communicate the 
life-long effect of  series that has been developing since childhood for many FHN students.  

We used three cameras to capture each interview in our school’s portrait studio. After that, while my partner worked to edit 
the video, I worked to build the flash site using InDesign. I didn’t know anyone who used the program for that type of  thing 
before, so I had to teach myself  everything.

 The common response from the students we interviewed was that they felt as if  the story was a part of  their lives. Because 
of  this I designed the site so they were shown as part of  the Wizarding World. It mimics the portraits that line the walls of  
Hogwarts, and each student has a  moving portrait on the home screen. Users click on the portraits to view the video stories. 
I also created an interactive timeline page about the Potter series, fun fact pages with animated text, and we even have a How-
To: Make Butterbeer video behind one of  the empty portraits.

Behind The Scenes (Web Feature)

{



MAGAZINE REDESIGN

BEFORE AFTER

ENTERTAINMENT - I decided to 
add a lot more images to help 
draw people in. This was also 

a good place for us to be more 
fun and trendy. The App review 
infographic at the bottom was 

also a big improvement.

BEFORE

OVERALL - I went for fonts that had a lot more personality, and a much more energetic 
color palette. I wanted the paper to have a personality that fit in with the personality of  

our school. I used design elements that are trendy in professional publications right now 
- such as the flags at the top of  each opening page and the diagonal line patterens used 
throughout the whole magazine. The actual page layouts incorporate much more detail, 

which adds a more professional look to the paper. I also worked to make the web an inte-
gral part of  our content layout, now designers are always cranking out web ideas.

Volume 25 -26 
 (North Star 

Newsmagazine)

MY                                                                ROLE -                           I was faced with the 
task of  improving a publication 
that was already very strong. I 

was honored that the staff  trust-
ed me to lead the charge on a full 

redesign of  the entire 48 page 
publication. I worked to come up 
with a new identity for the paper. 
All templates were revamped to 
include more infographics and 
web elements, I also worked to 

integrate social media into a 
publication where it had been 

completely absent. 

AWARDS  -                    Pages in this 
redesign recieved Best of  Show 

awards in Inside Page Design and 
Opinion Page Design  (SSP St. 

Louis convention  2012).
Volume received 4th place in the 
newsmagazine Best of  Show cat-
egory. (JEA/NSPA Nationals 2011)

RANGE OF
EXPERIENCE*

BEST OF
SHOW



BEFORE AFTER

WEB - Our old web page served 
as just a house ad. I created a 

spread with content on it, all of  
which crosses over to the web. 

Students at our school love this 
spread now,  it is one of  the most 
well received spreads we’ve had.

AFTER
BEST OF

SHOW



ADVERTISING
design and management

North Star Newsmagazine (2010)
awards
Second Place in Advertising (CSPA Gold 
Circle Awards 2011) Superior in Advertising 
(MIPA Scholastic Journalism Day 2011)

For a semester I partnered with another student to man-
age the business department of  the newspaper. I was in 
charge of  all ad design and some bussiness management 
with the advertisers.

SUPERIOR
WINNER

RANGE OF
EXPERIENCE*



CLASS LESSON
infographic tips

I started creat-
ing handouts 
and doing 
lessons in front 
of  the class 
my sophomore 
year when I was 
in editor train-
ing. After I got 
over my nerves 
about talking in 
front of  people, 
I loved it. I’ve 
created presen-
tations about 
template vs. 
feature design, 
basic principles 
of  design, using 
infographics, ap-
plying magazine 
design to year-
book design, 
and introducing 
our redesigned 
style guide.  

Infographic 
Lesson



PROMOTIONAL DESIGN
fhntoday.com images & contests

FHNtoday.com (2010-2012)
I create images to accompany stories that don’t have photos. I developed a style and personality that the site’s images 
would have and I’ve use that style for two years now. I designed a logo and a series of  images to be use for each day of  
our Winter Spirit Week coverage as a way to unite the package. I also design images for live coverage events and major 
sporting events. For my most recent project I held a contest to draw people to the site, and the winners won free tickets 
for the Hunger Games. I ran the contest, promoted it via social media, and designed all promotional images for it. 

RANGE OF
EXPERIENCE*





visually speaking
DESIGN BLOGGING

Every Wednesday I hold a design workshop after school for kids to get 
feedback on their work. To supplement that, I started using my Tumblr to 
share design inspiration/tools I come across. I share my opinions on dif-
ferent design apps, new fonts available, new magazine layout trends, etc.  

Ongoing - Kelseybell.tumblr.com (est. 2011)

RANGE OF
EXPERIENCE*

SCAN     HERE
To view Zack Smithey’s portfolio of  art.

December 16EXCLUSIVE
Scan to view the mobile 
version of  my blog.

goo.gl/0tbBa



hunger games premiere
STORIFY WRITING

I like to use So-
cial Media as a 
tool to compile 
stories about 
events going 
on in the FHN 
community. 
In the news-
paper I have 
implemented a 
top tweets list 
that comes out 
every month. 
These are the 
Highlights from 
a storify I cre-
ated the day af-
ter the Hunger 
Games Movie 
Premiere. It 
is a collec-
tion of  fans’ 
tweets chro-
nolically from 
the day before 
the premiere, 
through the 
midnight show, 
and opening 
day. I compiled 
the tweets from 
FHNtoday’s 
community list 
and wrote de-
tails about the 
movie and what 
was going on in 
the St. Charles 
area regarding 
the show at the 
time. 

FHNtoday
Storify
(2012)

EXCLUSIVE
Scan to view the full 
Hunger Games Storify.

goo.gl/QxXI7



SOPHOMORE PILOT
PHOTOGRAPHY

Sophomore TJ Steggman scanes the landscape as he 
flies over the Saint Charles area. Pilots wear headsets 
in order to communicate with others in the plane and 

the air traffic controllers on the ground.

TJ and his 
father, Rob 
Steggman, 
stand in 
front of  their 
Cessna. Rob 
is a commer-
cial pilot for 
Nestle/Puri-
na/Energizer. 
He taught TJ 
how to fly, 
and the two 
have shared a 
love for flying 
ever since.

Left: An aerial 
view of  Fran-
cis Howell 
North shows 
the school 
from the 
Steggmans’ 
plane 1,600 
feet in the air. 
Below: 
Sophomore 
TJ Steggman 
stands with 
his family’s 
1962 Cessna 
187 on April 
20. He’s been 
flying since 
he was 7 
years old, and 
received his 
Solo license 
Feb 3.

While designing this page I loved the story idea so much I asked if  I 
could take the photos for it. It was my first time shooting for the paper, 
and one of  my  favorite assignments. The writer and I got to go up in 
the plane with TJ and his father. It was such a cool experience. 

May 19 - North Star Newsmagazine (2010)

RANGE OF
EXPERIENCE*

SCAN     HERE
To view Zack Smithey’s portfolio of  art.

December 16EXCLUSIVE
Scan here to view the 
full May issue. goo.gl/cpLiY



jea-digital media tutorial
DESIGN/VIDEO

January - JEADigitalMedia.org (2012)
After teaching myself  how to use InDesign’s interactive features I want-
ed to use what I learned to teach others, so I created a tutorial video For 
JEADigitalMedia.org. I used Jing to make it. In the video I explain step 
by step how to create an interactive button that links to a website.

SCAN     HERE
To view Zack Smithey’s portfolio of  art.

December 16EXCLUSIVE
Scan here to view the 
tutorial video.

COMMUNITY
WORK*



PROMOTIONAL DESIGN
youth-in-need events

I created the 
promotional 
material for 

a resale shop 
run by Youth In 
Need, a charity 

benefitting local 
youth. The first 
event was a Re-
sale Shop Hop, 
I created flyers, 

bag stuffers, 
and a punch 

cards special 
for the event all 
proceeds of  the 

event went to 
Youth In Need. 
I also created 
a post card to 
be sent out to 

promote the 
first anniversary 

of  Potentials 
Resale, all 

proceeds from 
this event also 

went to Youth In 
Need. In addi-

tion I have also 
created busi-

ness cards and 
referral cards 
for Potentials 

Resale. 

Potentials
Resale
(2012)

COMMUNITY
WORK*





assisting local artists
WEB MANAGEMENT

Wordpress site building (2011-12)
SCAN     HERE
To view Zack Smithey’s portfolio of  art.

December 16I built and helped manage three Wordpress sites for local artists to help 
get their work out and support charity. ZackSmithey.com is a portfolio 
site, CharityArtsGroup.com is a place where artists can provide art and 
fundraising to charities, and people in the community can sponsor St. 
Louis artists at Stl-ArtSponsor.com. 

COMMUNITY
WORK*

EXCLUSIVE
Scan here to view Zack 
Smithey’s art portfolio.  



stl volunteen 9/11 memorial 
FLYER DESIGN

I created this fly-
er for a Park and 
Creek cleanup 
that was being 
put on by a local 
nonprofit, Stl 
Volunteen. They 
gave me a flyer 
that was previ-
ously designed, 
and I gave it a 
complete over-
haul. I wanted to 
make sure I was 
representing the 
simplicity of  
the request Stl 
Volunteen was 
making of  the 
community, and 
I thought this 
design captured 
what the event 
was supposed to 
be nicely. They 
also ended up 
using it for their 
t-shirt design as 
well.

NATIONAL DAY
OF SERVICE9.11

Serve to Remember

9/11 Service 
Day Flyer 
(St. Louis 
Volunteen)



DIGITAL COPY

Thank you for taking the time to view my portfolio of  work, this dvd holds 
PDF versions of  all of  the pages shown here as well as a copy of  the 

Harry Potter multimedia piece. You can also visit my portfiolio online at:

If  you have any questions or just want to chat, shoot me an e-mail at:

Full Portfolio (DVD)

www.KelseyBellOnline.com

kkbell12@gmail.com



stl in-depth package
DESIGN & WRITING

SUPERIOR
WINNER

December 14 - North Star Newsmagazine (2011)

MY                                                                ROLE 

ABOUT

AWARDS “Best of  the Rest” received a Superior rating in the Infographic category of  the Write-
Off  Competition (JEA/NSPA 2011 Fall National Convention in Minneapolis, MN.)

Led the writing team, worked with photographers on photo selection and editing, cre-
ated the design, and worked to help develop QR codes to supplement the print edition.

This package spotlights places in the St. Louis metropolitan area. Some places well 
known attractions, and others many FHN students didn’t know about. It was a great 
mix of  interests, and the student body responded positively when the issue came out. 

SKILLED USE
OF MEDIA*



NORTHSTAR
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F H N T O D A Y . C O M  -  F R A N C I S  H O W E L L  N O R T H  H I G H  S C H O O L  -  S T .  C H A R L E S ,  M O .

As a writing coach and leader of  the team, the biggest challenge I faced was choosing the places for us to cover. As a team 
we listed all the places we thought FHN students would be interested in, then took a few days to research more. After that, I 
worked with the writers to narrow it down to a good mix of  well known places, more obscure places, places for people of  vari-
ous interests, and places that are appealing during different points in the year. 

I worked all the stories into a sort of  ‘bucket-list’ for FHN students to do in the next year. I played off  the celebration of  the 
new year since it was our last issue before 2012 began. Bringing up the infamous 2012 Doomsday prediction was a way for us 
to establish a timely connection with the students. Using this angle, I came up with a design communicating celebration - even 
though we were talking about the earth imploding. The humorous take featured many points of  entry, and amount of  energy 
the design evoked helped carry readers through the 10 page series. 

I also added another layer of  content by creating a google map for students to scan via QR code. It let them see the loca-
tions of  the places in relation to each other.

Behind The Scenes (In-Depth Section)

{

EXCLUSIVE
Scan here to view the full package as part
of  the December issue of  the North Star.  

If you don’t have access to a 
smart phone, use this link: 
http://goo.gl/6m6dv



Website:
kelseybellonline.com

Phone:
636/233/2777

Address: 
14 McClay Trail Dr.
Saint Peters, MO 

CONTACT Me

- Promotional designer for events (Potentials Resale -Youth In Need - 2012)
- Created a total of 16 large paintings to be provided visuals during

special summer service events (Church Of The Shepherd - 2010 & 2011)
- Designed flyer and T-Shirt for 9/11 Picnic (STL Volunteen - 2011)
- Fund Raising Luncheon Volunteer (American Legion Auxiliary - 2011)
- Animal Care Volunteer (Saint Charles Humane Society - 2010-11)
- Community Service Blitz Volunteer (Church of the Shepherd - 2009)

North Star Editor-In-Chief 2011-present

North Star Managing Editor Of Design 2010-2011

- Oversaw quality design of all pages, graphics and ads
- Created master templates for the magazine

- Worked with section editors to generate story ideas
- Led class every day

- Edited the entire publication prior to the print deadline
- Oversaw design and content of the In-depth section 

Francis Howell North High (9-12)

Hollenbeck Middle (6-8)

Becky-David Elementary (k-5)

Spectra (Gifted Education) (2-12)

- FHN Newsmagazine Journalist of the Year (FHN Media 2011)

- Two-time Gold Key winner for In-depth package  (Quill and Scroll International Writing and Photo Contest 2011)
- Selected Missouri Girls State delegate for the summer of 2011
- Show-Me awards in In-depth Article/Series, Art/Infographic, and Center Page Design (MIPA Scholastic Journalism Day 2010 & 2011)
- Superior awards in Photo Illustration, Center Spread Design, Advertisement, and In-depth Article/Series (MIPA Scholastic Journalism Day 2011)

- Superior awards for Newsmagazine Cover Design (2011 & 2012), and In-Depth reporting (SSP St. Louis convention 2011)
- Two-time First place winner for Computer Art (Young Artists and Their Teachers Exhibition by Lindenwood University 2010 & 2011)
- Recipient of two Excellent ratings for Write-offs (JEA/NSPA National High School Journalism Conventions 2009 & 2010)
- Active member of Quill and Scroll & J

Proficient -
- Adobe InDesign CS
- Adobe Illustrator CS
- Adobe Photoshop CS
- Microsoft Office
- Google Docs
- Audacity

- North Star Newsmagazine staff (2009-present)

- Photo Journalism workshop & Redesign workshop (University 

- Alternative Story Telling & Information Graphics workshop
(Ball State Summer Journalism Workshop 2010)

- Society of News Design Convention (St. Louis - 2011)

- Society of New Design Student Session (St. Louis - 2011)

LEADERSHIP CHARITY Work

SKILLS Special WORKSHOPS

EDUCATION

ACHIEVEMENTS
- Recipient of a Superior rating for Infographic Write-off (JEA/NSPA National Fall High School Journalism Convention 2011)

- First Place awards in Computer Generated Art/Illustration, Page One Design, and Interactive Infographic (CSPA Gold Circle Awards 2011)

- Fourth Place for Design Of The Year in the Illustration category (JEA/NSPA National Fall High School Journalism Convention 2011)
- Missouri State High School Journalist of The Year - (MIPA 2012)

- Design workshop (Media Now STL - 2011)

My objective is to be in a 
position that challenges me, allowing me to work with others in a cre-
ative environment in a way that helps me grow as a journalist and as 
a professional.  

OBJECTIVE

Email:
kkbell12@gmail.com

- Two-time First Place winner in Double Truck Design (CSPA Gold Circle Awards 2011)

- Second Place awards in Advertising and in Hand Drawn Illustration (CSPA Gold Circle Awards 2011)

KELSEY
BELL*

*visual journalist

- Best of Show: Inside page design, Opinion Spread, Double Truck, In-depth reporting, and Infographic (SSP St. Louis convention 2010-2012)

Basic -
-  Adobe Flash Catalyst
- Scale, figure, architectural

and portrait drawings  
- Blender animation software
- SLR Cameras
- Digital & film photography

of Iowa Summer Journalism Workshop 2010 & 2011)
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